We are pleased to announce the following opportunities for journalists and liaise with Medical Writing editors.

Whereat will be coordinating the team of EMWA Barcelona Spring Conference reporters needed. If you are interested covering one or more ESS sessions, the medical device symposium, any EMWA social events, or reporting on general comments and feedback on the programme, please contact the Head Office using the subject "Conference reporting". Amy Ruskin will be available to answer any questions you may have.

If you are interested in holding such a presentation please contact the Head Office using the subject "Ambassador's Program". The Ambassador's program group will be having a lunch time roundtable on May 3rd in Barcelona.

EMWA Barcelona – 1-5 May 2018 at the Barceló Sants Hotel

To further provide value to our members, EMWA would like to offer an opportunity to EMWA members who will be attending the 46th Conference in May 2018 to attend the examination in Barcelona on the afternoon before the conference is due to start. The exam is offered world-wide and tests proficiency in all aspects of manuscript editing. Candidates who pass the exam are allowed to use the credentials “ELS” after their names (Editor in the Life Sciences). For more information and best practice in the area of PV and PV writing via the journal, see the PV SIG activities.

A representative of the European Commission will talk about the new Medical Devices Regulation and its implications for medical writers - visit EMWA's medical device symposium on May 3rd in Barcelona. Get first-hand information – A notified body representative will talk about what notifying bodies are looking for in Clinical Evaluation Reports - visit EMWA's medical device symposium on May 3rd in Barcelona. Want to learn about the full life cycle of a medical device to understand clinical development? Do you need career coaching or other acts as a resource for medical writers interested in the area of PV by posting information and best practice in the area of PV and PV writing via the journal, see the PV SIG activities.

You can access the examination date and location, examination times, and examination fee on the examination website. The examination is open to anyone who has completed lifeline and medical writing training. To participate in the examination, you must first register and then book a place. Candidates who pass the examination will be allowed to use the ELS designation in their professional profile, public web pages, and in their promotions and communications with clients. The examination is offered world-wide, and tests proficiency in all aspects of manuscript editing. Candidates who pass the examination are allowed to use the credentials “ELS” after their names (Editor in the Life Sciences).

You have until April 10 to apply! We are offering 50 slots for the examination, and we will close the application process on the day after they are filled. The examination is open to anyone who has completed lifeline and medical writing training. To participate in the examination, you must first register and then book a place. Candidates who pass the examination will be allowed to use the ELS designation in their professional profile, public web pages, and in their promotions and communications with clients. The examination is offered world-wide, and tests proficiency in all aspects of manuscript editing. Candidates who pass the examination are allowed to use the credentials “ELS” after their names (Editor in the Life Sciences).